### DEAL #3263

#### Location

**Spatial accuracy level**
- **Location**: Blue Nile, Sudan

**Target country**: Sudan
**Comment on location**: Blue Nile area

#### General info

**Land area**
- **Intended size (in ha)**: 34802.0
- **Size under contract (leased or purchased area, in ha)**: 34802

**Intention of investment**
- Intention of investment: Biofuels, Food crops, Non-food agricultural commodities, Renewable Energy

**Negotiation status**
- Negotiation status: Concluded (Contract signed)

**Implementation status**
- Implementation status: In operation (production)
- **Comment on implementation status**: There is no mention of any production activity in Sudan by Al Dahra. The only data source of this case no longer works.

#### Investor info
Operating company

Name of investment project

Network of parent companies and tertiary investors/lenders. Please right-click the nodes to get more details.

Legend

Data sources

Data source #1

Company sources
http://www.aldahra.com/aldahra-sudan.html

Produce info

Detailed crop, animal and mineral information

In country processing of produce
Overall Comment

Overall comment

Comment on in country processing of produce For food and animal feed.

Status questionable. There is no mention of any production activity in Sudan by Al Dahra. The only data source of this case no longer works.
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Comments (0 comments)

There are no comments to this deal yet.